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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study
Ethiopia is the most populous state in the Horn of Africa. According to IMF, Ethiopia is
one of the world's poorest countries with a real per capita GDP of USD 213 in 2010.
About 87 percent of its population lives in rural areas and is dependent on agriculture;
more than 56 percent live in absolute poverty. Seventy percent of the adult population is
functionally illiterate and unski lled (Biruk, 20 I 0).

Education in Ethiopia has a long history, dating as far back as the

4'" century A.D with

the advent of Christianity. Since that time access to education has been limited to a few
people and the country has remained with high illiteracy rate. In addition, the expansion
of education in this country for a long time was restricted to towns. In order to improve
access, quality and efficiency to education the current government designed different
levels ofliteracy program (Yalew, 2008).

Literacy is an instrument to support the achievement of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDG) and to empower the poor in particular with strong commitment from the
leadership and broad participation of the society. It is also high time to mobilize the
public with appropriate financial and technological resources to increase the commitment
to literacy, especially for women.
Half a century ago, UNESCO defined literacy as an educational activity that provides a
person with a skill both to read and write a short and

simple statement on his/her

everyday life (UNESCO, 1958). More recently, the Global campaign for education has
extended this basic idea asserting that literacy is about a question and use of reading,
writing and numeracy skill, and thereby the development of active citizenship, improved
health and livelihoods and gende r equality (Global campaign for education and Action
Aid International, 2005).

All discussion above imply that the question and use of reading, writing and numeracy
skills is as a means for improving the livelihood and health condition of the people
through empowering and equipping the learner with necessary and relevant information
that help the learner to solve the problem and to live a better life. Literacy can be
provided in an organized way in Adult Education and Functional Adult Literacy
Program. UNESCO (2009) in its global report on adult learning and education defined,
Adult Education as the entire body of organized education process, whatever the content,
level and methods, formal or otherwise, whether they prolong or replace initial education
in schools, colleges and universities as well as in apprenticeship , whereby persons
regarded as adult by the society develop their ability, enrich their knowledge, improve
their technical or professional qualification or turn them in a new direction and bring
about change in their attitude or behavior in twofold perspective of full personal
development. Adult education however must not be considered as an entity in itself, it is
a sub division, and an integral part of global scheme for lifelong education and learning.
Functional Adult Literacy (FAL) as stated in llZ/DVV (2006, 2007) Okech refers to

=

--:

reading and writing that a person requires and uses in various task and engagements in
everyday life. It also implies providing adults with a range of functional skills. There for,
Functional adult literacy are connected to the context of daily life outside of class room
and training centers

and directly

related or integrated with different life skills like

economic, political and legal skills.
Furthermore, in 1949 the first international conference on adult education recognized
adult education as one mechanism for tackling poverty through enhancing productivities.
In addition, all UNESCO member states promised and dedicated themselves to ensure
access to education for adults (UNESCO, 2009).
Considering the importance and benefits of functional adult literacy program for illiterate
adults, the government of Ethiopia designed and launched the national integrated adult
education strategy. Besides, the govenunent PlarU1ed (Budgeted) 8.8 % of the overall
education budget for FAL program of the country as stated in Education Sector
Development Program (ESDI' IV), which is being implemented for five years starting
from 20 I 0120 I I.
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In line with this, the researcher's intention is to study functional adult literacy program
that is being provided by Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Project and assess how much
functi?nal literacy contributed or helped fistula victim women in bringing change in the
area of economic empowerment and social security.
In this regard thi s research was moti vated to study the intervention made by one of the
non-government organizations called Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Project which is
located in Burayu Woreda of Oromiya Regional State. To address the problem, Hamelin
Obstetric Fi stula ho spital was established in 1974 by Drs. Reginald and Catherine
Hamelin. The hospital operates with the vision to see improvement in maternal health
arid to bring to an end obstetric fi stula problem and provide holistic service for women
who suffer from child birth and related injuries. In Ethiopia alone, there are an estimated
100,000 women who suffer from untreated fistula, either due to lack of awareness or
shame derived from social stigma (DSW, 2·005). Each year another 9,000 women deve lop
fistula, representing the highest prevalence of ·fistula World-wide. Fistula occurs
disproportionately among impoverished girls and women, especially those living far from
medical services.

According to statistica l record from Desta Mender (2005), Hamelin Fistula treats 2500
women every year who have obstetric fistula drawn from all regions. In addition to the
medical treatment, the women who are injured and that can be treated in a short period
are allowed to rehabilitate psychologically and socially in the hospital. Whereas those
whose treatment require an extended period of time are sent to a rehabilitation center
called Desta Mender Goy village) to be rehabilitated psychologically and socially by
learning various skill development activities and functional adult literacy program, which
empowers them sociall y, psychologically and economically.This contribution, there for,
need assessment and evaluation as to check the contribution level of the program to
maximum.

3

1.2

Statement of the Problem

The participation of women is of a paramount importance for the development of
society. Studies also indi cate that the status and role of the female population in the
developing countries is far below the desired level due to lack of education and other
related factors (Shostak 1990; Laffey, 1988).

Moreover majority of women in the world . operate in informal sector as

producers,

marketer and distributors of wide range of products, this resulting them for poor health
and nutrition, in return this making them less economically productive and more
vulnerable to illness, Poor health not only leads to physical suffering but also diminishes
learning abi lities, li miting women's future economic productivities (World Bank, 1989).
Due to this and other related causes, the enrolment rate of women far be low women, as
indicated in UNESCO, s (2010) EFA monitoring report, 759 million adults about 16% of
the world population aged 15 and over- lack the basic reading, writing and numeracy
skills needed in everyday life. One -fifth of the total literacy was found in sub-Saharan
countries an10ng which two in every three adults are female. The discrepancies and the
percentages are even greater in sub-Saharan countries.
The history of women's education in Ethiopia indicates that women's participation in
traditional education was insigni fi cant. However, their participation has been showing
important change, though it is low compared with men. According to UNESCO, (2009)
EFA Global Monitoring Repon, the adult national illiteracy rate of Ethiopia is 64% (male
50%, female 77%) in which there are 23 ,270,767 (male 8,992,983 and female
14,277,784) illiterate adults.
Taking this problem into account, the government has formulated a strategy for solving
•
the problem of adult literacy. The main goal of functional adult literacy strategy is
basically focusing on functional adult literacy that enables adult learners to develop
problem so lving abilities and change their lives. In order to fill the gap and to make the
learning practical, the government is working with different civil societies and nongovernmental organizations such as, Co mmunity
Community Based Institutions (CBI), etc.
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Based

Organizations (CBOs),

Thus, this study would try to explore the practice and status of Functional Adult Literacy
Program in building the capacity of injured women to attain economic empowerment and
be guided by the following basic research questions.
1. What literacy approach and teaching methods has been followed by the organi zation to
train adult women?
2, What economic benefit is obtained by adult women as a result of Functional Ad ult
literacy Program?
3. To what extent does the training program being provided by Desta Mender would help
build the Knowledge, skills and attitude of adult women?
4. What literacy practice has been obtained during the management of FAL?
5. What challenges and opportunities do trainees face during and after the training?

1.3 Objective of the Study
The general obj ecti ve of this study is to assess the status and practice of
Functional Adult Literacy (FAL) program for women injured due to Obstetric
Fistula with the focus on

Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Proj ect. Derived from

the general objective, the specific objective of the study includes;
•

To investigate the effects of Functional Adult Literacy in terms of econom ic,
social benefits;

•

To identify and analyze the maj or achievements registered so far as a result of
Functional Adult Literacy;

•

Examine the methods and literacy approach used in Functional Adult
Literacy program;

•

To analyze the effectiveness of the design and implementation of Functional
Adult Literacy learning curricula;

•

To identify major opportunities available for effective practices of Functional
Adult Literacy;

•

Identify the kinds of obstacles and opportunities the women encountered
during and after their training

~
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1.4 Significance of the Study
The study will have the following significance
•

The research findings could help Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Project
to identify strengths and weaknesses of FAL program so as to improve the
program in the future;

•

The study could assist program coordinators and practitioners to look
back on how the literacy progranl is integrated with livel ihood and how
the program empower the injured women better ;

•

The research finding would help the practitioners and policy makers to
draw lessons from the implementation of FAL being provided by the
organization;

•

The information generated from this study would serve as a basic
document for future reference and existing knowledge improvement and
suggest important alternative insights to the ongoing training processes
and help the practitioner (facilitators and adult educators) to improve in
their day to day activities in the process of training delivery as well as
relevant development endeavors of activities.

1.5 Delimitation of the Study
Is delimited to assess the practices and status of Functional Adult Literacy program in
Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Project in Burayu Woreda of West Showa Zone.The study
is delimited to Desta Mender Project because the functional adult literacy program was
only implemented as pilot project and also its accessibility in terms of respondents like
participant women, development agents, non-formal education experts and coordinator.
Furthermore, the study is spec ifically delimited to adult learning program whi ch was
developed and implemented by Desta Mender with technical assi stance of Adu lt and Non
Formal Education Association (ANFEAE). Some injured women sent to rehabilitation center
were under the scope of the study
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1.6 Limitation of the study
Hamline Fistula Desta Mender project was operated 17 k.m away Addis Abeba. During
our research we faced some problems. Some of the respondents such as injured women
and coordinator were not available based on the pre- arranged appointments. This
situation resulted or forced the researcher to travel frequently, this condition in turn bring
extra expense and delays the research project activiti es.

1.7. Organization of the study
There are five chapters in this thesis. The first chapter consists of an introduction with in
which it holds background of the study, statement of the problem, significance of the
study, delimitation and limitation of the study. Chapter two treats related literature.
Chapter three puts forward ward the research methodology which consists of sanlple
popUlation and sample technical , methods of data collection instruments, procedures to
be followed in research and methods of data analysis. Chapter four analyses results
obtained. This chapter is organized in such a way that it constitutes presentations
regarding the status and practice of FAL. Finally the fifth chapter draws out findings,
conclusion and forward recommendation for the improvement of Functional Adult
Literacy Program for further strengthening.

1.8. Definition of Key Terms
FAL: - Functional adult Literacy as stated in German Adult Education Association
(IlZlDVV) (2006, 2007) and Okech (2007) defined as reading and writing that a person
requires and uses in various task and engagements in everyday life. It also implies
providing adults a range of functional skills.
Non formal Education:- Any activity outside the structure of the formal education
system that is consciously aimed at meeting specific learning needs of
particular subgroups in the community they may be ch ildren, youth and adults
(Fordham 992:30)
Adult Education- is a broad field that includes basic (foundation or essential education)
and continuing education, vocational and technical education, hi gher and
professional development and is offered tlU'ough formal, non formal and
informal education means and by a variety of actors - the state, civi l society
and organizations.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This study intended to show the status and practice of FAL program for obstetric fistula
women.

To understand the case in details from theoretical and philosophical

perspectives, discussing the experiences of other developed and developing countries, in
this field might serve as background information to the study. The review of related
literature, therefore

encompasses the following points historical overview of Adult and

Women's Education in Ethiopia, Concepts of Adult Literacy, Forms of literacy provision,
Adult literacy or education, Concepts of Functional Adult Literacy, Historical overview
of the importance of Functional Adult Literacy, Approaches and Methods of Functional
Adult Literacy, Challenges of Functional Adult Literacy, Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender
project.

2.1 Concept of Adult Literacy
Adult literacy is understood differently by different scholars .This time there is a new
debate about the meaning of Adult Literacy. The debate is between practiti oners and
theoreticians over the nature of the various literacy. The debate is driven indirectly by
very necessary attempts to influence globalization and by poverty reduction schemes,
which see participation and capacity building as part of the process of economic growth
and the establishment of social service. The first view directly related to livelihood (legal
literacy, economic literacy, political literacy, etc) activities. The later view is, more
closely tied to the narrow field of education which is related to reading, writing and
mathematical skills.

2.1.1. Literacy
Literacy has traditionally been described as the abi lity to read for knowledge, write
coherently and think critically about the written word. In fact, going beyond thi s literacy
can be the ability to understand all forms of communication, be it body language,
pictures, video and sound (read ing, speaking, listening and viewing). In addition there is
numeracy, which is the understanding of number communication, but that's a different
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subject because it is only understood by specific community. Evolving definitions of
literacy often include all the symbol systems relevant to a particular community. There
for Literacy encompasses a complex set of abilities to understand and use the dominant
symbol systems of a culture for personal and community development. In a technological
society, the concept of literacy is expanding to include the media and electronic text, in
addition to alphabetic and number systems. These abilities vary in di fferent social and
cultural contexts according to need and demand . In any case individuals must be given
lifelong opportunities to move along a continuum that includes the read ing and writing,
critical understandin g and decision-making abi lities they need in their community.
According to Queensland School Curriculum Council (QSCC, 1997) literacy
represents .

The lifelong intellectual process of gaining meaning Fom print.
Key to all literacy is reading development, which involves a
progression of skills that begins with the ability to understand
spoken words and decode wrillen words, and culminates in the
deep understanding of text. Reading development involves a
range of complex language underpinnings including awareness
of speech sounds (phonology), spelling pallerns (orthography),
word meaning (semantics), grammar (syntax) and patterns of
word formation (morphology), all o/which provide a necessary
platform for reading fluency and comprehension. Once these
skills are acquired the reader can alia in full language literacy,
which includes the abilities to approach printed material with
critical analysis, inference and synthesis; to write with accuracy
and coherence; and to use information and insights from text as
the basis for informed decisions and creative thought.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO, 2004)
defines literacy as the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and
compute, using printed and written materials associated with varying contexts. Literacy
involves a continuum of learning in enabl ing individuals to ach ieve their goals, to
develop their knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their community and
wider society. This in return can bring change and development in the context.
Besides it is important (UNESCO, 1958) has made four major statements in relation to
development;
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a. A person is literate who can, with understanding, both read and write a short
simple statement on his or her everyday life;
b. A person is functionall y literate who can engage in all those activities in which
literacy is required for effective functioning of his or her group and community
and also for enabling him or her to continue to use reading, writing and arithmetic
for hi s or her own and the comm unity's development;
c. Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and
compute using printed and written materials associated with varying contexts.
Literacy invo lves a continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve hi s
or her goals, develop hi s or her knowledge and potential, and participate fully in
community and wider society.
d. Finally, the notion of "plurality of literacy" (UNESCO, 2004) was advanced to
stress the social dimensions of literacy in relation to both acquisition and
application. Thi s shows that, literacy is seen as comprising diverse practices
embedded in socio-economic, political, cultural and lingui stic contexts, acquired
in school and outside of school. It also involves family and community contexts;
the media in various form s of technology; skills for further learning; and the
world of work and life in general.

Thu~ ,

this concept of literacy emphasizes the

literacy challenges as making societies literate and not simply as making
individuals literate. This social dimension of Literacy can contribute for people to
live together in any social setting.
These evolving ideas pay attention to some key elements that have to be taken into
account in any discussion about literacy and literacy measurement: The centrality of
using text; The need to use texts with understanding, that is, competently; The need to go
beyond texts includ ing numeracy issues; The need to explore these issues anchored to
everyday life experiences · where the diverse and manifold aspects of social life are
instantiated; and the need to Understand that everyday life in any social setting is never
an isolated, indi vidually-bound reality.
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The above dimension of literacy are linked to diffe rent periods and were established in
dialogue with the knowledge advanced by the academic debate on the subject,
particularly the outcomes of policy interventions intended to cope with literacy
challenges. For instance, the Global Campaign for Education has conducted a major
consultative effort that led to the establishment of a set of international Benchmarks on
Adult Literacy, which includes a definition that has some common elements with those
previously explained:

Literacy is about the acquisition and use of reading, writing and numeracy
skills, and thereby the development of active citizenship, imp roved health and
livelihoods, and gender equality. The goals of literacy program should reflect
this understanding (Global Campaign for Education 2005: 9).
This definition stresses two elements: skill s (reading, writing and numeracy) and different
arenas of social life where literacy skills are actualized. In addition, the definition want to
explain that literacy skill s and their use are inextricabl y intertwined.

2.1.2. Forms of Literacy Provision
According to Aitcheson & Al idou, (2009) Literacy can have different forms some of the
fonus were,
Literacy as skills thi s mainly focuses on prime based approaches. Prime based approach
is work book especially designed to teach reading and writing, hence it will probably
include reading exercise and sometimes ruled (write on) lines with short words or
sentences for students. Primers are used predominately in developing country, where
distribution network are scarce, material few, and teacher have limited education,
preparation or support for their task.
Literacy as task based approach links literacy to a particular purpose acknowledgi ng that
different setting and different areas of work have different tasks associated with them. In
some places, these are different according to communities with the recognition that one
person can carry them out on behalf of the other. In other Worde, a task based approach
focuses on the individual, and concentrate on why they can. Thi s is measured against
what adults need in a particular society or work place with the impli cation that adults
need to do thi s for themselves .This approach can ignore the interdependence or skill
sharing.

II

When it comes to literacy instruction, the problem of definition worsens. When is a
literacy program a "literacy" program (teaching fundamental reading, writing and
numeracy skills)? When is it an "adult basic education" program (providing the
equivalent to the primary education in schools)? The latter is much more than reading and
writing and doing sums, 'for it invo lves gaining a whole body of what is considered useful
knowledge, skills and attitudes. There are also distinctions to be made about different
types of literacy programs. There have been fi ve main types of literacy provision in
African countries. ( Aitcheson & Alidou, 2009) one of them where literacy campaign.
Literacy can1paigns have strong political backing and are usually centrally-controlled.
Typical of the immed iate post-independence period in Africa, they were often inefficient
and poorly-targeted but had successes in countries such as Tanzania, Ethiopia and
Mozambique. A major problem with short literacy campaigns is sustaining the literacy
levels achieved (as discovered in Tanzania). The other practical literacy program is the
functional pali of literacy .Functional Literacy Programs (as distinguished from the basic
literacy or Alphabetization Campaign or Program) often seek to link literacy with
livelihoods, skills training and development. Though clearly useful, often their scale of
operation is quite small.

Formal primary schoo l equivalence basic education is increasingly been introduced
alongside basic literacy programs in Botswana, Uganda and South Africa (post-apartheid
provision is dominated by this form , which has not been particularly successful in
quantitative terms and is currently being reviewed). Confusingly, sometimes the so-called
non formal education or functional literacy programs are actuall y form s of adult basic
education. The other Innovative Participatory Programs are usually run by NGOs or
agencies. There is not much evidence of these operating on any scale. The REFLECT
(Regenerated Freiri an Literacy through Empowering Community Techniques) method
pioneered by the Internati onal NGO Action Aid appears to be increasingl y used in a
number of countri es such as Burkina Faso, Botswana, Ethi opia, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,
Liberia, Malawi, Mali, Niger, South Africa and Uganda. It mixes Freirian pedagogy with
participatory rural appraisal teclmiques (PRA) and is used for not only literacy but also
general development purposes.
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Family literacy program are a recent development and provide mother-child or
Intergenerational literacy instruction and support to families with pre-primary and
primary school-age children and are based in schools or community centers the family
literacy

program

mainly focus on sharing ideas with in family . In Africa many

countries have so-called post-literacy program. Post literacy is usually equivalent to adult
basic education. It needs to be argued that there should be no false dichotomy between
literacy and post-basic literacy, adult basic education, as literacy is a continuous process
that requires regular and sustained learning and use and a conducive literate environment.
Literacy is often spoken of as the foundation for all lifelong learning. This is an obvious
truth but has a danger of encouraging complacency if it is thought that this is all that has
to be done in respect of lifelong learning. (Aitchison, & Alidou, 2009).
Generally speaking, different types of adult literacy program help full for addressing
disadvantage section of the community in flexible , need based, relevant ways to the
context of adults. In addition it will gear the learning program to the life of adults.

2.3. Adult literacy or Education
There are a number of definitional problems with the terms used for Adult Literacy and
associated concepts such as adult basic education and non-form al education. At Dakar in
2000, the World Education Forum's Education for All commitment was to achieving a 50
per cent improvement in levels of adult literacy by 2015, especially for women, and
equitable access to basic and continuing education for all adults. In order to know when
this literacy level target is reached requires a clear idea of what "adult literacy" is.
Moreover, this concept must be amenable to measurement. Though most definitions of
literacy stress the ability to read and understand printed text and to communicate through
writing, many recent definitions note that literacy is always relative to varying contexts
and to skill and knowledge requirements (UNESCO, 1997).
Besides UNESCO (1997), defined the term adult education:

as the entire body of ongoing leaming process, formal or
otherwise, whereby people regarded as adults by the society to
which they belong develop their abilities, enrich their knowledge,
and improve their technical or professional qualifications or turn
them in a new direction to meet their own needs and those of their
society (p.l).
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This definition is very comprehensive in a sense that it highlights not only the learners
and goals of adult education but also brings in varying settings of learning for adults. This
implies that education for adults could be of different leyels from literacy to graduate
degrees extended from non-formal to formal contexts.
In preparing a global report for the sixth international conference on adult education (held
in Brazil in May 2009), UNESCO used national reports of member states on the
development and state of adult learning and education since 1997. The reports have
discussed national policy priorities and practices in the areas of adult education and
narrated stories of successes and challenges. As the national reports show, while adult
education policies of the developed countries are broader in scope and incorporate ideals
of Life long learning

as a strategy to deal with challenges and opportunities of

globalization, most of reports from Africa maintain literacy education and livelihood
skills trainings as major components of adult education (Aitchison & Alidou 2009). The
idea of life long learning in developing countries, if at all exists is equated with basic
education for all (Torres 2001). Therefore, at least in this area:

Global social divide tends to emerge, with lifelong learning
in the first and second world, whereas the [hiI'd world
struggles with meager resources even to ensure basic adult
literacy provision (Belanger, Duke & Hinzen 2007:12).
Nevertheless, it may be argued that thi s is an unsubstantiated division. Indeed, there are
convincing reasons for developing countries like Ethiopia to adapt Lifeling learning
principle in their educational policies and practices. This is because the integrated
functional adult strategy directly gears towards poverty alleviation. The above argument
shows that adult literacy can be seen or defined differently between Developing and
developed countries because adult education in developing country mainly focuses on
eradicating poverty where us adult education in developed country focuses on

how to

adapt and familiar people with globalization.

2.4. Concepts of Functional Ad ult Literacy
Functional Adult Literacy is not just a skill or knowledge, and its acquisition
encompasses more than learn ing a number of technical ski lls. Being functionally literate
is more than simpl y decoding script, or producing essays; it is also taking on the identities
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associated with these practices. Functional Adult Literacy is an emancipator practice that
requires people to read, speak, and understand a language. In this sense, functional
literacy is a competence that goes beyond grammar and semantics rooted in everyday
exchanges. Such conceptualization emphasizes the linkages between reading, writing,
culture, economy, and political system.
2.4.1. Approaches and Methods of Functional Adult Literacy
This part explains different Approaches of Functional Adult Literacy Progran1s
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relation to development practices, to the researchers understanding adults can become
involved in different development fields without first learning the ski lls of literacy. Of
course, they will be ab le to engage in developmental activities more effectively and more
quickly by using literacy skills than by using other strategies to achieve their tasks.
Therefore literacy is important but it is not a 'pre-requisite' for development intervention.
It can be Saied that non-literate persons can engage in their own development and can
bring remarkable change in their life .

First, in several places, there is an adoption ofa ' literacy comes second ' approach:

If literacy does not come first, then participants can start with
developmental activities For example, with Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRA) assessments of needs and intentions (as with
Regenerated Freirian Literacy through Empowering Community
Techniques (REFLECT) or with sustainable livelihood activities or
income generation, with environmental enhancement like tree
planting, with improved farming or fishing practices, with urban
slum improvements, with new housing projects, with health
improvement schemes etc) - in short, with whatever development
task the participants themselves wish to do. In some of these cases,
the learning of literacy skills can be undertaken through the literacy
practices of that developmental activity. Indeed, it has been argued
that this is a more effective way of helping adults to learn literacy
skills than traditional literacy class because it is easier to
understand word(Rogers, 2000 :27).
We come to the conclusion that literacy education could be introduced where appropriate
into classes on business sk ill s, training, but it literacy education was unlikely to attract
large numbers of learners on its own).
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Learning literacy skills then development intervention is one way of literacy approach
whereas development intervention and then literacy program is mostly attract adult
participants because

adults first need development intervention for solving the current

problem of adult.

Contextualized literacy: in these cases the teaching learning materials are being sought in
different texts. There is no common primer because all of these groups are engaged in
different developmental tasks requiring different literacy tasks. Literacy is contextualized
- that is, learning literacy skills depends on the kind of group and the activity it is
engaged in, not on uniform learning programs. A credit and saving group will be learning
different kinds of literacy from an urban community-based organization seeking to
reduce the pollution of its area of residence. To seek to promote a common literacy
learning program may in fact hinder the learning of literacy skills, not help it. Generally
speaking If adult literacy program is contextualized or associated with personal realities,
it will improve the life of adults and attract many adult participants to the class.

Mixed learning is a literacy program provided at school the program mainly focuses on
non-literate persons for teaching literacy skills. Most adult literacy learning programs
start by choosing groups of about 30 persons or smaller groups of about ten persons, all
of whom are 'illiterate'. it is school-based model of adult literacy learning, which urges
that we should have all the learners at the same level of ignorance. It seems to imply that
all the learning comes from the teacher that the students cannot learn from each other.
(Rogers, 2000)

To conclude that, contextual literacy program and Mixed learning literacy program are
more relevant and new approach which is directly related with the current Adult
Education Strategy of Ethiopia. So before selecting literacy approach, we have to
understand different literacy approaches whether it is relevant to needs and interests of
adult learners.
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According to World Bank (2002) entitled Skill and Literacy Training for better
Livelihood, there are four types of Functional Adult Literacy approaches. These
approaches includes:

1. Literacy followed by separate livelihood training on incollle-generation
activities.
This approach considers instances, where the literacy course is conducted by one
organization, which then lives the livelihood training to another or moves into incomegeneration activities uncOlmected to previous learning. Which mean that the training and
support available for livelihoods tends to be rudimentary and unsupported by services in
business development and management. Although the training and income-generating
activities may lead to sl ightly improved incomes for some of the participants, the
outcomes seem to be generally disappointing because literacy is not bring remarkable
change on their income -generation .

2. Livelihood training or [I/come-generation Activities leading to literacy
This program exam ines work that began with livel ihood skills, and then found that some
degree of literacy and numeracy was necessary to develop the skills further. The
Adventist rural agency (ADRA) -FAL program in Uganda and the Ethiopia (Women
Self-help) WISE, are examples; they originally attempted to teach only livelihood skills,
but found that the lack of literacy blocked their efforts.

Adventi st Rural Agency

participants actually requested literacy and numeracy instruction although bookkeeping
remains a subject that they shy away from!" (Guttman,1994).
After the FAL course, these women's group felt that, in addition to achieving their
il11l11ediate aims, they had benefited from the functional literacy curriculum in unexpected
ways. Some had used the idea of organic farming to start their own gardens, which had
enhanced both home consumption and domestic income through sales. Some had beglU1
tree nurseries and had sold seedlings. A number had taken up fuel- saving store, which
had reduced their need for firewood and released income for other purposes.
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An evaluation in 1999 (Okech ,200 1) showed that the Rukungiri sample of FAL

graduates scored hi ghest in the national sample on complex comprehension and
numeracy tests and that overall , respondents in Rukungiri were the most "modern,"
particularly in the adoption of improved agricultural practices. In Rukungiri the literacy
program provided after the li velihood progran1. This approach brings fruitful result as
stated above.
3. Integrated literacy and livelihood and income-generation activities
Among the first efforts to integrate occupational and literacy training were the curricula
developed in UNESCO's Experimental world literacy program in the late 1960s and early
1970s. They included both agricultural livel ihoods. Like cotton farming in Iran, and
waged employment in factorie s and urban centers ((UNDPIUNESCO 1976). For example
the case of Society for development of textile Fibers (SODEFITEX):

Th e first such program in the current intensive study comes from Senegal
(saIl2001) and concerns colton farmers. Senegal might have provided three
more similar program fo r study, but the public corporations that sponsored
them were abolished during structural adjustment, and all records have
disappeared with them. The program in this study was initiated by
SODEFITEX (society for the development of Textile Fibers) when, after nine
years of existence, it decided in 1985 to open a literacy program for collon
producers. Its decision was driven by the recognition that literacy was one of
the strongest limiting fac tors in modernizing colton production and
transferring responsibility for distribution and marketing to the collon
farmers themselves. In view of the scale of the problem-one estimate put the
rate of illiteracy among the producers at more than 80 percent-SODEFITEX
selected an interesting strategy. It aimed first to train and make literate five
members of each of its 1,740 producer associations (Associations de Base
des Producteurs). For the longer term, it aimed to enable at least one
member in each of its 27, 179 farming families to become sufficiently literate
to take advantage of technological and management advances (World Bank
2002. 26-27).
Integrating literacy with Livelihood is the new approach for the area of Adult Education.
In addition Integrated Adult Educati on Strategy of Ethiopia designed based on this
approach.
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4. Literacy as pre reqllisitefor livelihood trainillg
Literacy as preparation for livelihood or income generation activities mean that before
starting any livelihood the student should have to learn literacy .Training in livelihood is
long term aim, but people are encouraged not to start training in livelihood until they
have mastered reading, writing and calculating sufficiently to cope with livelihoods .
Generally thi s approach is mainly focu ses on basic literacy before permitting them to
enter training in livelihoods skills. This approach the conventional approach like literacy
campaign.

2.4.2. Challenges of Fu nction a l Adult Literacy.
Adult literacy is the foundati on fo r improving the lives of adults. Low levels of literacy
are one of the most severe barriers to adults gaining knowledge and skills. Because of the
high levels of illiteracy in Africa, the provision of literacy has often, understandably,
become a key, after decades of sustained efforts to eradicate illiteracy in Africa; illiteracy
rates of adults remain high with continuing gender and urban/rural disparities. Illiteracy
has several Correlations with low productivity, low incomes and poorer health. It
hampers national development efforts. It is a bar to much adult education. The enormous
growth in free uni versal primary education in Africa will gradually alleviate this problem,
but drop-out rates fro m primary schooling re,main high. The number of people needing
adult basic education still grows and few resources are left over from primary education
for chi ldren.
The adult education sub-sector of state education systems remains relatively marginal and
under-funded, in spite of the good economic progress in many countries since the mid1990s. Apart from poveny, African states also may have the difficulty of provision in
multi-ethnic, multi-linguistic situations compounded by the often rural and subsistence
economy of large proportions of the population.Nigeria, for example, has about 300
languages and dialects, and Chad some 120, of whi ch only about 12 are codified (John
Aitchison and Alidou, 2009).
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In case of Ethiopia most people are illiterate from 81, 020 ,6 10 population 64.1%
them did not got

adult educational opportunity,

0

f

this shows that how mach adult

education program neglected .
According to (Alan, 2008) report entitled, Functional Adult Literacy Program provided
by Government of Uganda, there were problems observed this includes. Luck of literacy
expertise, there is a serious lack of expertise in the field of adult literacy, specially
teaching literacy to adults, methods of handling adults. It is true that there is in Uganda a
good deal more interest in and knowledge of the new thinking about literacy than in
many other countries in Africa. The staff are aware that they have limitations in modern
understandings of and approaches to adult literacy; some of the staff there take a strongly
'autonomous' view ofliteracy rather than the more recent 'social practice' or views.

Multi grade teaching
In one class room people who have never been in to school, who have knowledge of
writing, reading and calculating, and also even people who have studied primary level
education learn together, this may create a confusion on the side of Learner and also hard
to manage class room
Primers and teaching-learning materials
Sometimes different adult primer has a number of limitations in terms of literacy (as
distinct from its developmental messages) and its material can be covered in a relatively
short time .Its main aim is getting messages across to the learners, and so the literacy
element is concentrated more on reading than on helping the learners to write. By the end
of the first primer, the learners can read some simple sentences but have no incentives to
write anything but separate words. Those who have planned these lessons have greatly
under-estimated the ability of adults, when they use their own experience, of learning
quickly and applying thi s learning in their daily li ves.
Picture and generati ve words: In Freirean picture-[possible discussionJ- sentence-wordsyllable approach to literacy the topic is selected by the learner, sometimes the instructor
select the topic. This is an obstacle to practice Regenerated Freirian Literacy through
Empowering Community Techniques (REFLECT) approach properly. The topic should
be relevant to the learners and picture that is related to the topic:
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The topics which are said to be "relevant to the learners" have been chosen
by the writers of the primer, not by the learners. "The instructor is expected
to use the picture provided to generate discussion ji-om which a generative
sentence will be selected going on to the selection of generative words which
will be broken down into syllables ". These sentences are not however
selected by the instructor or learners; like the topics, they are already chosen
and wrillen down in the primer. And in most cases, it was only the individual
words and syllables which were copied into the learners' notebooks, not the
sentence in the primer. Certainly this approach is a great improvement on
the leller-word approach which some other adult literacy learning program
adopt: "One [instructor} said, '/ used to wonder why the books begin with
pictures instead of abc d e f ... '. But later [he said that he} received a
reji-esher training in FAL main and then he realized the importance of
generative pictures ". One CDO expressed the view that "the picture did not
always match the content of the lesson (Alan, 2008: 45).
But this approach is still limited and textbook dominated. The pictures are not well
printed and often cannot be distinguished, which is why some instructors ignore them.
Most of the time the words are small and their meaning is often not clear. It would be
good if the sentences could be reproduced on large flip chart sheets.
Other Literacy Learning Materials
Supplementary material very crucial for proper implementation of functional adult
literacy program, but in almost all FAL program the supplementary material was not
available, this has a direct effect on the functionality of the program.
Literacy learning and use
Literacy learning is largely confined on the functionality element. How much real literacy
learning is practical outside of class room?
Recently there is growing understanding in most adult literacy learning programs that the
systems of counting and calculation used outside the classroom (in the home and in the
markets) are different from those being taught in the classroom, and that the teaching of
numeracy to adults is best facilitated if the home and community numeracy practices are
taken into consideration. That the learners engage in calculations before they join FAL is
of course common knowledge; they buy and sell in the market; they cook with all that is
implied in calculating amounts and times, they keep calendars, they use measures of
length, time and weight all the time. Many of them have cell phones and some
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acknowledge that they use the public phones. They adopt many different strategies for
such activities. We noticed for example several examples of fin ger counting and one use
of sticks, and an inability to use these to obtain accurate results (Alan, 2008). In order to
solve this problems the literacy program inside class room mast be relevant and depend
on the local or indi genous literacy knowledge.
Literacy out comes. How far the learner were using their new literacy and numeracy
skills in their daily lives - for that seems to me to be the main objective of the whole
program. The transfer of the literacy and numeracy practices into daily life where he
learners are already using di fferent literacy and numeracy prac tices is clearly a problem.

2.5. Importance of girls' /women 's Ed ucation
Gender inequality in education is extreme (Tomasevski, 2005). Girl s are less likely to
access school, to remain in school or to achieve in education. Education helps men and
women claim their ri ghts and realize their potential in the economic, political and social
arenas. It is also the single most powerful way to lift people out of poverty. Education
plays a particularly important role as a foundation for girls' development towards adult
life. It should be an intrinsic part of any strategy to address the gender-based
discrimination against women and girls that remains prevalent in many societies.
Education is a right

Everybody has the ri ght to education, which has been recognized since the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) in 1948. The right to free and compulsory primary
education, without discrimination and of good quality, has been reaffirmed in all maj or
international human rights convention.§. Many of these same instruments encourage, but
do not guarantee, post-primary education. These rights have been further elaborated to
address issues like qual ity and equ ity, moving forward the issue of what the right to
education means, and exploring how it can be achieved. As a minimum: states must
ensure that basic education is available, access ible, acceptable and adaptable for all. The
right of girls to education is one of the most critical of all rights - because education
plays an important role in enabling girl s and women to secure other rights.
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ClIltllral challges
Cultural and traditional val ues stand between girl s and their prospects for education. The
achievement of girls' ri ght to education can ad dress some of societies' deeply rooted
inequalities, which condemn mi ll ions of Women to a life without quality education - and,
therefore, also all too often to a life of missed opportunities. Improving educational
opportunities for girls and women helps them to develop skills that allow them to make
decisions and influence community change in key areas. One reason for denying girls and
women their right to an education is rarely articulated by those in charge: that is their fear
of the power that girls will have through ed ucation. There is still some resistance to the
idea that girl s and women can be trusted with education. Education is also seen in some
societies as a fear of change and now with globalization, the fear becomes even greaterfear to lose the cultural identity, fear of moving towards the unknown or the unwanted,
fear of dissolving in the many others.
Especially disadvantage women like fi stula injured women have resistance to education.
There for, flexible and need based educational opportunities for destitute women helps
them to develop ski lls that allow them to make decisions and to bring remarkable change.

Better health
Basic education provides girls and women with an understanding of basic health,
nutrition and family planning, giving them choices and the power to decide over their
own lives and bod ies. Women's education leads directly to better reproductive health,
improved family health, economic growth, for the family and for society, as well as lower
rates of child mortality and malnutrition. It is also key in the fight against the spread of
HIV & AIDS.

Poverty reduction
Educating girl s and women is an important step in overcoming poverty. Inequality and
poverty are not inevi table. "The focus on poveJty reduction enables the right to ed ucation
to be a powerfu l too l in making a change in the lives of girls and women. Poverty has
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been universally affi rmed as a key obstacle to the enjoyment of human rights, and it has a
visible gender profile. The main reason for this is the fact that poverty results from
violations of human rights, including the right to education, which disproportionately
affect girls and women. Various grounds of discrimination combine, trapping girl s in a
vicious downward circl e of denied rights. Denial of the ri ght to education leads to
exclusion from the labour market and marginalization into the informa l sector or unpaid
work. This perpetuates and increases women's poverty." (Tomasevski, 2005)

2.6. Historical overview of Ad ult and Women's Ed ucation in Ethiopia
Provided Education in alphabet had been long history in Ethiopia that dates back to the
last millelmium BC. In its subsequent Development, however, the Ethi opian alphabet was
associated with the Chri stian religion and thus literacy was left to the clergy only to be
used as a means of religious instruction. The Ethiopian .Orthodox Church, which was
institutionalized as state religion in the first half of the 4th century, was the dominant
provider of religious education for more than 1500 years . Similarly Islamic education
was a tradition since early medieval history of the country. It was only in the 1890s that
literacy and basic education were realized as a means of development and modernity
(Negash, 1990,2006). Emperor Menilik II (1 889-1913) issued a declaration in 1893 to
(

the effect that every child should get education after the age of 6. This effort was
eventually strengthened by the establi slunent of the first modern schoo l, Menilik II
School, which was established in 1908 in the capital, Addis Ababa (Negash, 1990, 2006).
Nevertheless, education for adults had to wait for half a century before it received any
particular attention. In November 1955, His Majesty Emperor Haile Silasse

r (1930-

1974) issued a proclamation of which the following is an extract: We charge every
,

illiterate Ethiopian between the ages eighteen and fifty to learn in the time left over from
.

his daily tasks, such Fundaniental education as wi ll enable him to know Amharic
[Ethiopi c) reading, writing, either at govenm1ent schoo ls or private ... (Richard &
Bernard 1974, peg 67)?? With this symbo lic decree, the foundation of adult education
was laid in Ethiopia, and thereafter literacy campaigns continued to be the focus of the
imperial government. On the demise of the Imperial rul e in 1974, the military
government continued its efforts to eradicate illiteracy in the country . The most fan10 us
of these initiati ves was the National Literacy Campaign whi ch was the most extensive
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program ever. It drew a lot of resources and were implemented nation-wide for ten years
from 1979 to 1989. From this campaign, three major achievements are frequently quoted
as success stories. The Campaign reached over 22 million people in ten years, and the
literacy rate at national level was calculated at 83.2% in 1989. More importantly, the
campaign raised the expectations of millions of people and opened up a door for formal
learning as thousands attended their education in the formal school (Kebede 200

y

Moreover, the development of literacy and post-literacy texts in 15 languages was
another outstanding achievement. Thirteen of the languages did not have written symbols
prior to the Campaign. Hence, for those and other

achievemen~e Campaign managed

to won several international awards, including literacy prizes from UNESCO. With
downfall of the military regime in 1991, the new government introduced new Education
and Training Policy (MoE 1994). The Current policy claimed to address problems of
access, quality, equity and relevance of education through restructuring the education
system and changing the curriculum - mainly of primary, secondary and higher
education. In 1994 adult education was not mentioned as a concern. To implement the
new policy, the government launched a 20 years education sector development program
(ESDP) within the framework of the policy in four phases. The sector development
program started its first phase in 1997. One of the seven objectives of the program was to
combat illiteracy in the country.

Accordingly, functional literacy and livelihood skills training to adults (adult education)
has been one of the strategies to the education sector development program (ESDP III)
(MoE 2006). The target group is adu lts who need basic education and training, and the
content ranges from literacy and numeracy to environment education:The functional
adult literacy program aims to empower adult members of the society to actively take part
in the national development and poverty reduction strategies. As stated in the sector
development plan (ESDP III), the government aims at reaching about 5.2 million adults
through functional adult literacy programs; 143 , 500 adults through ski ll s training
progran1s in five years (2005106-2010111) (MoE Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR), 2006). Toward s meeting thi s goal, a general strategic guideline was needed and
the country has introduced its first national adult education strategy in 2006. The strategy
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is said to be a concrete gu ideline to implement targets set in the Plan for Accelerated and
Sustainable Development to End Poverty (PASDEP) and ESDP III towards providing
functional literacy and livelihood skill s training to millions of adults (MoE 2006) in
addition the transformation and development plan also use us a guide line for developing
ESDP IV in this plan mach infancies ' given to Functional Adult Literacy Program. In
fact, in long term, the strategy envi sions the development of a well planned, organized

...-

and coordinated adu lt education system that wi ll provide opportunities for youth and

adults to have access to relevant quality learning program to enable them participate
effectively in the economi c, socio-cultural and political development of Ethiopia (MoE
2006). The strategy is also a manifestation of political commitment of the government
towards such international initiatives as the Education for All (1990-2000- 2015), the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs 2000-20 15), the United Nations Literacy
Decade (2003- 20 12), UNESCO's literacy impro vement for empowerment, LIFE (20062015). As such, it is a result of tripartite engagement of the Ministry of Education of
Ethiopia, the German Adult Education Association (IIZ-DVV) , Regional Education
Bureaus and the UNESCO cluster office in Addis Ababa.

2.7. Hamelin Fistula
Addis Ababa Fistula Ho spital provides care for women with childbirth injuries and has
done so since 1974. It is located in Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia. It is the only
hospital of its kind in the world dedicated exclusively to women with obstetric fi stula - a
condition common in the developing world where the maternal health provisions are
poor. It treats all patients completely free of any charge.

Founded by Drs. Reginald and Catherine Hamlin both obstetrician/gynecologists, from
New Zealand and Australia respectively, the Addi s Ababa Fistula Hospital has treated
over 30,000 women with a success/cure rate of over 90%. Today, the hospital provides
free fi stula repair surgery to approxim ately 2,500 women every year and cares for 50
long-term patients. Catherine Ham lin has chronicled the history of the hospital in her
autobiography and she and the hospital have been the recipients of many awards and
nomi nations.
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The Addis Ababa Fistual Hospital Provides care for women obstetric fistulas - the most
devastating of all childbirth injuries. The Hospital has a success/cure rate of over 90%.
We aim to be the world leader in Training and Research for the treatment, care &
prevention of obstetric fi stu la.

It is estimated that there are 100,000 new fistula cases each year, but the capacity to treat

fistula is only around 6,500 per year. The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
estimates the world's population of fistula sufferers at more than two million.
Despite the hospital 's high cure rate, each year there are a few women whose injuries are
too severe to be repaired.Those who are left with very little bladder or whose rectal
fistula is severe, are fitted with surgical stomas and rely on urostomy or colostomy bags
for the collection of bodily wastes. Others have disabilities related to nerve or other
damage.
Such patients need on-going medical attention and are, therefore, unable to return to their
villages. In keeping with the Fistula Hospital's dedication to holistic care, these women
are invited to stay on at the hospital and are given food, shelter and love. They are also
trained to provide care to others and become nurse-aides. They can meet the needs of
each new patient because they are empathetic to their sisters suffering simi lar injuries. All
of our nurse-aides, around 100 of them, and several other members of staff are former
patients who require long-term care.
Desta Mender "Village of Joy"
Our study mainly focu s on Desta Mender or "Village of Joy" which is Located 17krn
from Addis Ababa, Desta Mender is now a flourishing, sustainable, village community
providing holistic care for around fifty long term residents. Women awaiting surgery at
the

Addis

Ababa

Fistula

Hospital

are

(http://www. hamlinfistttla.orgiour-hospital.htm).
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter includes detail description of the methods and procedures .1 also presents
the detail s of sample and sampling techniques, method of data co llection and data
analysis techniques.

3.1 Research Design
The study employed Qualitative method assisted by Quantitative survey method because
most adult learning focuses on behavioral change. Since the purpose of this study was to
identify the Status and Practice of Functional Adult Literacy program, it was assumed
that the status and the practice was approached using qualitative method. Creswell
((2003)

3.2 Data Sources
The data for the stud y was obtained from both primary and secondary sources. The
combination of both primary and secondary information obtained from different
respondents and document were given a clear picture of the status and practice of FAL
program. In order to achieve the objective of the study, women participates in the
program, facil itators, experts, nurses and coordinators were used as sources of primary
data of data. In add ition to this, documents / recorded data were coll ected from different
levels of offices of Hamelin Fistu la as secondary data.

3.3 Sample Population and Sampling Techniques
Out of the total population of the study und er Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Proj ect, 77
participants were chosen from the organization using purposive sampl ing technique
because the study focuses on injured women. In addition to this, there homogeneity
forced the research to use purposive sampling. Out of3 15 population in Hamelin Fistula
,37 (literate participant women) reintegrated women, 4 facilitators (trainers), 25 illi terate
injured women ad ults and 13 staff (Experts), 3 woreda official were selected through
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purposive sampling technique because the research focuses on fistula victim women
.Secondary data from Annual and quarterly report were co llected so as to get relevant
information.

3.4 Data Gathering Tools (Instruments of Data Collection)
The study seeks data from participant Injured women, Facilitators, Staff and Woreda
Education Officers. Four data collection instrument have been used to co llect data. This
was because to secure real iabel data.

3.4.1 Questionnaire
questionnaires is an appropriate data gathering tool in such away that the respondent is
alone without any disturbance of outsider can respond personally to the question.
Accordingly, one types of questionnaire constituting both close-ended and open-ended
question items was prepared for the target popu lation. Accordingly 37 questionnaires was
prepared and distributed to 32 literate (reintegrated women). The questionnai re was
consisted two parts. The first part consists of items which are related to demographic
variables such as sex, age, marital status and levels (class) and their training center. The
second part consists both cl osed -ended and few open-ended questions related to
Functional Adult Literacy (FAL).
3.4.2 Foc u s Group Disc uss ion (FGD)
The second data gatheri ng too ls was focus group dissection (FDG) with two illiterate
group one consists 13 member whereas the second group consist of 10 women.
3.4.3 In tel'view
In order to comp lement data collected through questionnaires, the researcher employed
semi-structured interview for supervisors and 2 (two) facilitators to gather detail
information related to success and failure of the literacy program. Interview is helpfu l to
gather da.ta wh ich is re lated to personal opin ion, beliefs, feelings and experiences about
the situat ion with their own words. Accordi ngly, in order to get in- depth data, semistructure interview was des igned in order to get there inner feeling.
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3.4.4 Observation
Observation was also another key data gathering tool that helped me as an eye witness to
the situation. The major points observed were, the condition of Learning centers,
facilities , demonstrative field s or areas for practice, training approaches and the existing
good practices. Observation was used to consolidate the research with different ·
teclmiques and to know what the situation looks like in real life practice of the training
centers. It was also employed to help me to observe to what extent trained women
transferred or applied the skill they acquired in their training.

3.4.5 Documentmoy Soul"Ces
Various documents such as thesis, internet sources, training guidelines, training manuals ,
reports, Strategic plans, attendances, lesson plans, teaching aids and learning modules
were used as major secondary data sources. Document analyses helped to see the
challenge and success of the program during the training life and helped me to gain and
understand the phenomena.

3.5 Pilot Study
Pilot study was done for all data co llection an instrumen t was conducted before the real
field work undet1aken. The purpose of the pilot project was to find out ambiguities,
omissions or misunderstandings in the instruments and also to check reliability of the
instruments. the pilot study was conducted at Addis Abeba Hamelin Fistula Hosp ital, as
result of pilot study some questions were rejected from the questionnaires.

3.6 Procedure of the Study
Befo re the final questionnaire was ready and delivered to respondents, 37 questioru1aires
were pre-tested by small groups to see its vali dity in practice. Based on judgment and
input obtained from respondents, items that were found to be amb iguous, vague or
general were left out and rephrased. Finall y, the approved questionnaires were set in their
fin al form and distributed to respondel"ts. Then aft er, the collected were processed in
office. Hav ing finished data co ll ect ion and processing, data analysis and interpretati on
had been made.
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3.7 Method of data A nalysis
The quantitative data gathered using questioners were tabu lated , analyzed and discussed
by applying descriptive statistics. I employed percentage and mean technique, while
open-ended items, interview, focus group discussion (FGD) and observation were
analyzed by using qualitative method of data analysis such as thematic and content
analysis teclU1iques and presented in tables. In addition, Qualitative data were analyzed
through interpretation and conceptual generali zation. Finall y, the resu lts of data analyzed,
categorized, summarized, discussed and presented accordingly.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
In this chapter, the coll ected data were presented, analyzed and interpreted. Once the
research data have been co llected using different types of data collection tools and
procedures as described in chapter three, the next step was to analyze those data. It
generally consists of presentation of the stati stical result obtai ned, observation made
document review results and the implication of the result to the research topic. The
collected data then, were analyzed and interpreted using different stati stical tools and the
various qualitative techniques.

The totals of 37 questionnaires were distributed to respondents and then 100% of
distributed questioner were returned and filled properly. After checking the respondents
questionnai res no questionnaires rejected

In line with the methodology mentioned earlier, this paper focuses on three major parts.
The first is the descriptive explanation of elementary statistical tool and personal
observation, which includes personal background information regard ing age, levels of
students, women field of engagement during FAL delivery and issue related to Functional
Adult Literacy. The second part is qualitative data gathered from case study, focus group
discussion interview and personal observation. However, sometimes triangulation of both
methods come together in order to substanti ate the outcome of one by the other.

4.1. Back Ground Information about the Selected Study Center
In 2009 an agreement was signed to develop

Functional Adult Literacy Program

between Adult and Non formal Education association in Ethiopia (ANFEAE) and Desta
Mender Project Bourayu. Based on the agreement, ANFEAE stm1ed its work and
conducted simple survey on the needs and interests of the learners. The survey shows
different problems which were related the FAL program. Depending on the survey four
needs based learning materials we re developed and produced . In add iti on the facilitators
and officials got training on principles and approaches of FAL program.
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4.2. General Characteristics of Respondents
The units of analysis of the study were responses of literate fistula injured women,
faci litators, Desta Mender officials, illiterate adult and coordinators. Thirty-seven
reintegrated women (literate participant women), four fac ilitators (trainers), twenty-five
illiterate injured women adults and 13 staff (Experts), 3 woreda officials were included in
the study. 2 foclls -group discllssions for illiterate adults at one site with key informants
and facilitator were conducted. Twenty-fi ve injured women and thirty-one males
participated in the discussion. The profi les of these units of analysis were indicated in the
table below.

Table 1: Characteristics of Responde nts
~I ' 1<''<i-o;I;'o"

fl'i

No

Item

1

Sex
a. Male
b. Female
Total
Age range

2

a.15-20
b.21-25
c. ?h- ,0

d.31-35
p

lh .40

No

%

No

%

I
7
8

12.5
87.5
100%

I

12.5

6
I

75 '
12.5
100%

-

-

37
37

100
100%

17
8
7
3
2

45.9
21.6
18.9
8.1
5.4
100

Total
Quali fication

37

3

3
29
4
I

4

a. Leve l one
b. Level two
c. Leve l three
d. Ahnve level three
Total
Marita l status

\

8

-

-

-

-

-

No

8.1
78.3
10.8
2.7
10"0%
%

No

%

32
3
2

86.4
8. 1
5.4

6
I
I

75
12.5
12.5

d.

-

-

-

-

Total

37

100

8

100

a.
b. s in gle

c.

,,·Mp

37
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As shown on Table I , the entire respondents were 37 (100%) female. This implies that
this project focused onl y on female fi stula injured women. In relation to their age,
(49.9%), (21.6%), (18.9%) and (8.1%) were between 15-20, 2 1-25,3 1-35 and 36-40
respectively.

Thi s shoes most of respondents was young women. As far as women

qualification is concerned the vast majority were 29(78.3%) were level two which is
equivalent to grade three, while 3 (8.1 %) were level one the rest were above level three.
Moreover, 78.3% of injured women had educational qualification below level two, whi ch
impli es that women need to complete leve l tlu'ee Functional Adu lt Literacy program in
order to be abl e to develop basic skill s of reading, writing and numeracy that are very
crucial for soc ial reintegration of women in their respecti ve communities.

Regarding Marital status, 32 (86.4%) of injured women are married whereas 3 (8.1 %)
were divorced, 2(5.4%) are divorced/separated.

4.3 Functional Adult Literacy Program
Functional Adult Literacy program is one component of Desta Mender Proj ect. The
Program mainl y focuses on prov iding basic literacy and livelihood related activities.
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Table 2: Response Related of Functional Adu lt Literacy
Item

No

I

I.

f

%

37

100

Do yo u have interest to atte nd • " " " ,,u,,". Adu lt Literacy

Program?

2

a. yes
b.no
Tota l
How do yo u rate you r
w ith the FAL program ?

' vo,

a. Very high

3

4

5

b. hi gh
c. medium
d. low
e. very low
Total
Ha ve you ever taken any
'''"'Y "a''';''5 in the area of
vocational skill training wh ich is an essential component of
Functional Ad ult Literacy?
a.yes
b. no
Total
How the
or yo u are in vo lved in the
a. by th eir own
b. forced
c. by understand ing the importance of li k 'dcy

in

29

78.4

7
I

18.9
2.7

37

100

31
37

83.8
16.2
100%

32

86.4

5

l3.5

37

100

35

94.5

2
37

5.4
100

37

100

-

-

37

100

?

"6'

d. Other
Total
What is the base for <e lec ' ;nn of 'h e ' e
Of\ killS and other
training
in FAL?
- -.
a. target group s and
I needs
\
b. availab ility o f raw materi als and eq ui pment
C avai lability
ling its
iv ities
D.
Total
A re there learn ing manual for Fl

100%

6

-

6

37
in the area w hi c h is related

Adult Lito,a,y program

your~r?

a. yes
b. no
Total

35

As indicated in Table 2, in item 1, the women respondents were asked whether or not
they have interest to attend Functional Adult Literacy. 37 (100%) of the women indicated
that they have interest to attend FAL program. Concern ing this, Mayer Fialkoff,
(2006:125-126) stated that:

.. .. So while there are \'Qrieties of ways of gaining enrichment, many
women prefer to participate in an organized institution framework that
provides the Adult COurse. The direct contact between the student and
teachers appeared to be tile main attraction for women to leave their home
In item 2 of the same table, women participants were asked about their interest in the area
which is related with the FAL program. Accordingly, the majority 29(78.3 %) of them
replied that their interest was very high whereas 7 (18.9%) replied that their interest was
high. To add on this on one of interviewees said:
The class management was very interactive, flexible and need based; this
interactive class management attract and develop the interests of learners
to participate in FAL program.
These responses pointed out that most of the participant have interest to participate in
FAL related activities (vocational Skills). Concerning this (IIZ/DVV, 2002:24-25) states
that;

income generation helps to aUraet more students to literacy and build interest.
This shows that the learner more-interesting if the literacy program treated functionally.
Item 3 of the same table deals with the question whether respondents had got any
supplementary training in the area of vocational skill training, Accordingly, the majority
31 (83%) of respondents said that they took supplementary training which is directly
related to FAL. Whereas 6 (16.2) of the respondents said that they did not take
supplementary training. This indicated that Desta Mender provided supplementary
training for injured women for making the participants competent when they are
reintegrated back to the community. On the other hand, the forth item of the same table
indicated that 32 (86.4%) the learners are involved in FAL program by their own request.
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In relation to question number 5 of the same table it was indi cated that the great majority
35 (94. 5%) of the respondents pointed out that they cou ld select the types of ski ll s
training program, which they thought could be very useful fo r their future life. In relation
to its importance, the researcher asked Facilitators and supervisors to tell their
observation on the condition of FAL program in FAL center. They repli ed that,
Funct ional adult literacy helped the participants to develop self confidence and to interact
with each other. The supervisor added that the FAL program support the participants to
have some skill s in the area of income generati on
Table 3: R es ponses Related to T eaching and Leal'l1ing Process for Literate Ad ult.
lIem
I

2

3

4

F

%

Suffi cient

34

9 1. 8

Not sufficient

3

8.2

Total

37

100

With interval

32

86.5

cont inous

5

13.5

Total

37

100

more theoretical

29

88.3

More pract ical

8

11.7

Balanced

-

-

Tolal

37

100

3

( all method s of 26

8. 1
70.7

Group discuss io n

7

18.9

Field visit

I

2.7

To tal

37

100

Length of Lesson

Preferred style of teaching

Training mi x

Teach ing methods
Class lecture
Mixed type
Teaching)

37

Source: Own survey data March, 2012

According to the data gathered from reintegrated women through questionnaire regarding
the time allowed to complete the learning module, majority of respondents asserted that
the time was not sufficient 91.8% sample respondents and sufficient according to 8.1 % of
respondents. Styles of the teaching are also essential aspects towards injured women dayto-day activities and continuous practices in Desta Mender. Hence, 86.5% of respondents
were preferred with-interval style of the teaching while 13.5% of the responses indicated
continuous ways of training. With-interval was preferred due to the health condition of
women. About 78.3% of the trainees indicated that trainings were carried out more on
theoretical parts of the training content. Practical parts share 11.7. As far as training
methodology is concerned, 70.27% respondents replied that the training system was
mixed type. The remaining records of the training methodologies were 8.1 %, 18.9%, and
2.7%for class lecture, group discussions, and filed visits respectively. As per the data
gathered from sample respondents of women, training sessions were conducted for 6
months different. For instance, the first graduate (reintegrated women) has conducted
training from September to February, the second reintegrated women

has conducted for

8 month of training in , the third has delivered from October to march month. Most of
the time learning were delivered Five days per week and for 2 to 4 hrs daily. This
Learning duration was designed by Hamline Fistula Desta Mender project and Adult and
Non Formal Education Association in Ethiopia (ANFEAE) this time schedules designed
considering the capacities and objectives of the project and other situations. According to
Minister of Education (20 I 0) guideline learning was allowed to be conducted for three
years as per the prefere nces of trainees.
The researcher observed some of the material and activities which was related with FAL
program and it was so nice to make the literacy program function( demonstration sites,
Vocational Training centers, dairy farm , poultry

etc)

some of the material were

convenient for the delivery of the training but practically it did not integrated with the
theoretical aspects of F AL.
According to key inform ants questionnaire and focused group di scussions, limitations of
FAL delivery systems were observed. Some of the challenges of effective Learning were:
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poor time management, Lack of integration with practical skills, low participatory
method of teaching due to their health and psychosocial problem, poorl y organized
delivery of the F AL program less number of facilitators and fillings of dependency on the
side of injured women on organization was the major limitations of the program. Trainees
also have not participated with full commitment and interest in FAL program ; rather they
want to be a nurse or aid nurse. Somehow practical teaching, dairy farm and poultry were
very interesting

and contrast traditional with modern tedmiques of practice and its

application in terms of production and productivity is also a good start. They had taken
practical training

saving and credit with the support of other NGO, they have also

continuous training on legal mater , took training on how to handle stoma bag in a safe
way

and some other important tasks to increase their income and to be healthy. After

they complete the learning pro gram (FAL) the women had selected and additional
training, based on their interest provided, in order to make the women efficient when they
reintegrate to larger communities. As stated by focu s group dissection some of the
training area were dairy and cow fattening practices, nurse aid, hotel management and
poultry. In General with of the above limitation, lack of inputs, training of trainers and
appropriate training methodolo gies, the FAL couldn't achieve its objectives to address
the required level of knowledge .
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4.4 Major problems in FAL Progra m
Tab le 4: Facto,'s th at affect that affect FAL prog,'am during FAL learnin g processes

No

Very high

Item

Low

Moderate

High

Vel)' low

No of
respondent

>u
~

.,.u"

I

Presence of qualified and experi enced trainers

2

Coordinators ability to manage and organ ize the

,

'"

u>-

~
u

0-

,

>u

c

cu

c

c

u>-

.,."

C
u
~

.,."

C

w..

0-

w..

a.

u

~

u

~

~

c
u

.,."

C

w..

e.

u

~
u

u
~

~

31

83,7

4

10.8

,

34

9 1.8

3

8.2

,

u

>u
c
u

.,."
~

"-

>u
c
u

C

~

u

~

.,."

a.

"-

C
u
u

u
~

0-

-

-

37

100

,

-

37

100

37

100

37

100

!

program of FAL centers
3

Avail abil ity of training materials and equipment

37

100

4

Leve l of budget allocation to the center

35

94 .5

2

5.4

5

Man power assignment o n the structure to the

3

8.1

9

24.3

4

10.8

25

67.5

2

5.4

FAL center

6

Availability of raw materials

31

83.7

7

Presences of rel evant train in g materials

35

94.5

8

Availability of adequate facility in the training

34

9 1.8

I

2.7

4

10.8

33

89.2

24

I

2.7

2

5.4

64.8

7

18.9

4

10.8

2

5.4

21

56.7

14

37.8

I

2.7

I

2. 7

3

8.1

centers
9

Existence of market for tra ining product

10

The all round support of F AL Centers graduate in
work arca

II

Lev:el of trainees follow up

12

Extent at which curri cula lin ks adul t literacy to

34

91.8

livelihoods

The above table summarizes the challenges and problem that affect F AL program during
FAL leaming pro cesses. Accordingly, more than half percent 31(83 .7%) of the
respondents replied that they have qualified and experienced trainer. In the same table, to
confirm whether Coord inators have the ab ilities to manage and organi ze the program of
FAL centers. The majority 34(9 1.8%) of respondents confirm that the coordinators have
the abilities to manage the center.

.
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Based on the data gathered from table 2, 34(9 1.8 %) respondents explained that the literacy
link with livelihood and also relevant in terms of the training contents towards the health of
condition of injured women. Where as 8.1 % respondents explained that the training content
was not link and relevant. The training what they had conducted was curriculum based and
relevant to the needs of learner, but it doesn't mean that only training contents can achieve
the stated objectives for successful training results.

In table 2 an attempt was made to examine the degree of follow up, 21(56.7%) replied
that there is high flow up were us, 14(37.8) side that there is medi um follow up. This
indicate that majority of women need continues follow up .

The eight item of the same

table raised question weather adequate fac ility in the training centers avai lable Majority
of 34(91.8 %) of the women said that the degree was very hi gh. From this data we can
conclude that the center was fully equipped with necessary facilitie s. In addition the
researcher raised other open ended question to injured women.

What are the major

organizational and managerial problems encountering for the success of FAL program in
FAL centers, most of respondents indi cated that integrating literacy with li velihood
(dairy ,poultry and back yard gardening) was the main managerial problem encountered
during learning process. In addition the supervisor was asked whether there is any
integration between literacy and livel ihood practice in learning modules. He replied:

They haven't seen any integration be/ween literacy and Livelihood.
This shows that the program lacks adequate practical component.
Generally, the program has its own limitation in that, the program was not well
organized, poor communication, less follow up and evaluation observed.

4.5 Case study: Functional Adult Literacy Hamelin Fistu la Desta
Mendel' Project
I prefer to employ case stud y method s. Thi s is because the method in general helps me to
obtain first hand information from the subject of the study. it is also enable the researcher
to have dip knowledge regard ing FAL and it also help the researcher to have detai led
understandi ng of the area.
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Case one
One of the facilitator asked about the current condition of FAL program in FAL Center
she explained that:

The main objective of FAL was to equip injured women with necessOlY,
relevant and life oriented knowledge, skill and altitude. So the current
condition of FAL is good; we have four learning manuals and enough
learning facilities, but we lack knowledge and skills on how to integrate
literacy and livelihood.
The faci litator was also asked about the role of govermnent, NGOs, and community in
supporting FAL. She replied that

We have got some technical assistance from nearby line government
offices, but 1 believed that more support should be rendered to us.
Concerning the interest of the target groups (injured women) to participate

II1

FAL

program, she replied:

Since our program employs flexible and need based approach
most of our participants have interest to participate in FAL
program.
When she was asked about the integration between literacy and livel ihood in practice in
learning modules, she replied that:

1'l1ere is somehow integrated effort to address problems of injured
women but we lack practical integration of the vocational skills
which was separately provided by other department Within Desta
Mender.
She also further explained that the learning modules are clean notes, relevancy,
context based and directly related with the objective realities of fistula victim women
but some problems observed on writing, reading and calculating elementary
calcu lation" .
Regarding the time allotted for Functional Adult Literacy Program, she replied that:

The time givenfor f our modules were not enough.Each module may
take six months. This can 't be covered within one year. In order to
bring remarkable result mach emphasis is needed for the program
in general.
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In relation to the institutional capacity of FAL centers to offer the training program, she
told:

The centers have qualified alld trained facilitators; in addition she
said that we have also enough instructional material~, but we lack
other supplementGlY materials, which are directly linked with
numeracy and literacy.
(Tigist, March 20, 2004)
Tigest confirmed that the current condition of FAL was so good in that the center has
learning modules and enough fac ilities but there is lack of integration .In addition to lack
of integration, the facil itators at different levels had little understanding what FAL is and
it' s approach. The researcher observed that the faci litator had experience only on formal
schooling approach.
She also stated that the time allotted is not sufficient in order to be able to read and write
and complete the course efficiently.

Case two

Tflhen I arrived at Desta mender J saw something different from other
area.

The houses were constructed separately and the structures of

the houses were different and it was a very allractive for the new
comer to the village. I started to observe the compound such as man
made pond and loges and it was impressive.
On my way to the office I saw one woman in front of the training hole I asked her to
give me some information regarding FAL program and she was wi ll ing. Her name is
Zurysh she told me that, she is the coordinator of reintegration. I asked her
concerning the current condition of FAL she replied that,

Functional Adult Literacy Program was started 2002 with two
facilitators since then the program graduated 49 adult learners. The
graduated learners (reintegrated injured Women) at this time develop
self esteem and started their businesses independently; this shows that
the learning program was relevant to the situation of women.
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She also added that the program helps the learners to fit themselves with local
conununities.

When she was asked about the integration between literacy and

livelihood, she replied that:

We lack training regarding how to integrate literacy with
livelihood in addition; we did not take any workshop training
regarding FAL. We have no experience in the area of teaching
using generic words.

This shows you that the program

implementers needfurther training on the area. In addition to the
problem of integration, the learning modules mainly focus on
livelihood rather than literacy and also some of the content of the
materidls are not adequately explained. This implies that the
materials need revision.
Regarding the time allotted for Functional Adult Literacy Program, she responded:

In order to complete all levels the time given for each level was not
enough. This is just to tell you that the program was designed
carelessly and needs some adjustment..
(Zuriash, March 24, 2004)

Case three

1 went to the area for the second time to collect additional data for the
research 1 started the trip earlier. At the time of my arrival, the people
whom I should have contacted arrived late at the appointment place, . Until
they come 1 wondered around and saw different groups ofpeople discussing
their life and 1 silently closer to one group they immediately stop their
discussion, , 1 tried to talk them but no one respond to my greeting. Then, I
left them and went to my group .After greeting, us usual, 1 asked them about
their life in Desta mender, I explained the propose of my visit and they were
willing. When 1 arrived at their home 10 people were living together, One of
the owners of the house was Lengersh Muche . At that moment when 1 sow
Lengersh she was so humble and silent.·
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Lengersh Muche was came from East Gojam called Motta and joined Desta mender
before three years. She had been illiterate before she joined Desta Mender. She told me:

Whenever we want to request any affairs someolle else wrote our
names and would we signed using our thumbs. Those people thought I
was ignorant, they laugh at me and undermine me because 1 cOllldn 't
write

111)1

name but now when Ijoined this Functiollal Adult Literacy

1 have some knowledge regarding how to write alld read my name.
She also explained that: I now completed the one year literacy

program and started additional income generatioll program in the
area of Dairy farm, during our training the organization can pay us
200 birr as pocket fee.
She added that, during her literacy time she appreciated the methods of teaching and
faci litators approaches but during her stay in literacy class she observed disorganized
class management and lack of supplementary books. Furthermore, she said:

1 needfurther education especially in the area of basic literacy. Generally
the FAL program brings remarkable changes on me in the area of
communication, building self-steam and business skills. Thanks to Emaye
(Dr, Hamlin) I am good.
(Lengersh, March 20, 2004).
To my knowledge, some of the students like Lengersh have no enough time to complete
basic writing and reading skills from the information I got from her. In addition, they
need additional training regarding life skill program that she is engaged .
Case four
The restaurant group has been operating in Desta Mender lenifer cafe for two years. Until
now the group saved more than 30, 000 bin' (estimation). Each of the group members
contributed their effort for increasing their capital. The group members are proud of the
savings they have been able to accrue. The group has eight members, Tirumade Mola is
one of the member of the group and she is cashier; she is 25 years old and di sabled.
met her while she was recording their expenses and income .She stated :
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Saving is one of our grealesl accomplishmenls. This job has helped
us

10

save some cash. In addition Turmade said:

During our Iraining program, we gol difJerenl skills in Ihe area of
food preparalion, legal and saving and credit This Iraining helped
us now

10

run our cafe properly" . She added "Now 1 am able

10

manage wrile and keep records properly. Now Ihe organization pays
me 1,100 birr monlhly salary for sOllie of the group members and
Ihey slay oul of Desla Mender.

Platel. Discussion with Trumade ill their cap

Besides, Tirumade cases one of the women in hope group (dairy farm project) explained
that Functional adult literacy program contributed to their dairy training and she
expressed the benefits of the training she attend as follows:
J do nol believe Ihal success only depends

was in Gojam, J was nol able

10

011

formal educalion. When J

generale significanl projil in selling

agricullural producls; il was because of my illileracy in Ihe area of
business skills. All Ihe success 1 have gained is afler 1 allended
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Funclionai Adull lileracy which was given by Desla Mender; now J have
difJereni skills in Ihe area of Iileracy, numeracy and livelihood. Now I
earn a monlhly income of birr 200birr, Ihere are also olher benefits that
J reaped Fom other institutions working in Ihe areas of women righls

and business skills.

When she was asked to tell about the major prob lems she faced during her stay in Dest
mender. She told:
J faced so many problems, parlicularly a problem of illileracy ".

Moreover, She said "mosl of graduates can't correctly read and
write; we have so many other needs to be fulfilled by the organization
like training on saving and credit and exposure visil ",. She added
that "sometimes field of study

or engagement was selected by the

organization without involving the learners; this has a negative
impact on the result.
Generally speaking all the success in income generation comes as result of Functional
Adult Literacy Program and life ski ll training.

4,6 Result of focus Group Discussion (FGD) Held with lIIiterate Adult
Women
In our discussion, the new comer (injured women) had a chance to express their view
towards

Functional Adult Literacy Program . Most of the illiterate injured adult replied

that, Literacy is the best way to skip from poverty and to improve the life of people.

Tab leS: focu s G roup Discuss ion (FGD) Participants.

>.! Group . . ,

Nj) ,

.

.
~

;;

.-

-.-

.

Nq'p.articipant .

. . ! Place of discu'ssion

I

Adult women group one

13

Desta Mender

2

Adult women group two

6

Desta Mender
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In relation to building the capacities and increas ing income. The participants said,
"attending literacy program helps us to build our knowledge and ski ll s and in return, it
will increase our income through involving ourselves in income generation schemes. In
addition, we want to see changes in our lives after attending they Functional Adult
Literacy Program.

The women were also asked about the assistance that they need from Desta Mender.
They replied that, If Desta Mender should introduce discussion and introduction time to
illiterate women regarding the benefit of FAL program it will be helpful. They also
expressed :

Facilitators should try

(0

know the background ofparticipant students in

order to understand the problems of the students and try to help as mach
as possible.
The participants were also asked to give their view about the future

plan of injured

women. Their comments are as follow. Some of them explained that they have a plan to
live inside Desta Mender for future where as the remaining of want to learn FAL and to
become self employed and to live independently out ofDesta Mender.
Regarding the faci lities of the center, they responded that it has enough facilities and the
Facilities are very attractive. In addition one of the participants said:

It was for me a parodies 1 am thankful to Dr Hamline (the founder of
Dest amendel) for what she didfor many injured women of Ethiopia.

Some of the women commented on the kind of relationship they have with their
respective facilitators. When discussing on the relationship of women with their
facilitators, there were two different ideas among the participants. Most of the women
expressed that the women do not want to obey their facilitators they feel that the
facilitators hate . Some of them commented that the kind of relation ship between women
and facilitators mostly depend on the faci litator's approaches them.
comers explained that:
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One of the new

We are so sensitive to any words, we have less patiellce, lack of self-steam

and we are easily disturbed because of our health problems and hopelessness
that we acquiredfrom our life when we were at home.

Plate2. One of the livelihood parts of F unctiona l Adult Literacy in Desta Mender
Table 6- Background Information of the staff and woreda ed ucation officers of the
organization
No
1

2

EdDc.lionallevel

,
-Health officer

Ppsilion

responsibilities
"

Nurse

Service )'c~lrs

..

-Fo ll ow the health condition
-Educate health education

-

BSe

..

Reintcgra

After the women

-

2 years

7years

graduate she is
re sponsible
to
the
reintegrate
women
to the

ted

coardinal
or

local communities

3

Oiploma

-

su perviso

Supervise

th e

4years

and
r-.tan age
facilitate th e over
all
education

2 years

women case

r

4,

BSe

Facilitato
r

-

program
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4.7 Management of Functional Adult literacy
In regard to management of fun ctional Adult literacy the researcher asked the faci litators
and supervi sors about the management of Functional Adult Literacy. Accordingly the
interviewees reported, FAL program was managed by Desta mender manager. The
manger is responsible for coordinating and managing the FAL program where us the
coordinator

coordinates the teaching learning process. The student were hilly involved

in all process of learning. Generally, the teaching learning processes were participatory
and flexible to the situation of Fistu la victims.

Regarding the role of government, NGOs and community in supporting FAL program,
the interviewees repl ied that some of stakeholders support our FAL program through
provision of orientation type training but the training was not enough. Moreover NGOs
like Adult and Non formal Education Association in Ethiopia (ANFEAE) teclmically
support our program. The supervisor also expressed that the local government gave
substantial support to our women through provision of land for constructing income
generation restaurant at nearby small town.

Finally, the facilitators and supervIsors commented that the learners usually show
misbehavior due to there health and other related problems, it is important if the
organization includes civic and psychosocial education as one lessons. In addition, they
commented that the staffs lack adequate training on principles and approaches of
Functional Adult Literacy Program.
Lastly, one of interviewer reported that the injured women economically benefited from
FAL program where as some of them are not willing to learn and to live privately out of
Desta mender. This shows that the injured women were more dependent on organization
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4.8 Methods of teaching and learning assessment of FAL program at
Dest Mender
The researcher al so conducted class room observation usmg checklist. Accordingly,
group discussion, peer teaching, lecture and demonstration methods were used or
employed during class room teaching .observation The class observation also indicated
that the facilitators evaluate the student performance weekly and monthly using testes
and oral questions .In addition, the researcher tried to analyze the existing relevant
documents and reports. it was found out that , the faci litator and coordinators have got
little training on concepts and principles of adult literacy, the role of literacy for
development and methods of teaching. Based on this training the facilitator uses literacy
approach using generic words

Regarding the time allotted for functional adult Literacy program, they said that the time
given was not enough to complete four modules within one year, it was wrong to
overload injured women with so many learning tasks.

Plat 3. Orientation to start basic literacy
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The above Picture shows Adult women were participating business skill training and in
group discussion. In the process of learning, they were using Chat1S and writing materials
and applied basic literacy skills to learn business skills. Thus, trainers were applying
basic literacy skills to learn business and other skills. Thus, the trainees were applied
practice-centered learning approach .
Concerning this, I asked the nurse bout the importance of such skills training for injured
women, she said,

Livelihood related training enables them to generate income and to
develop self confidence .It promote the development of self- esteem
among the learner.

Plate4. Dairy farm for reintegrated women
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Table7: Share of injured women with in Desta Mender
(One year sample)
. Zone

percent

No

Region

1

Amhara

Gojam

31%

2

Amhara

Gonder

6%

3

Amhara

North-shoa

3%

4

Oromiya

Welega

4%

5

Oromiya

lima

11 %

6

' Oromiya

Harererge(Both)

9%

7

SNNPR

Sidam

9%

8

SNNPR

Gurage

3%

9

SNNPR

Hadia

9%

10

Tigraye

Tigray

3%

II

Benshangul Gumeze

Benshangul Gumeze

3%

Source: Own survey data March, 2012
The above table shows that most seriously injured women come from Gojam which score
31 % were us Tigray and beni shangul region score 3%. The differences may be due to
High prevalence of fistu la victim in Amhara Regional state especially in Gojam.
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Tabele 8: Duty and responsibilities of core staff

The above table shows that maj ority of staff were bachelor degree. T his implies that the
organi zation has qualified staff for provi sion of Literacy.
No

I

Name

Coordinator

qualilicati

Terms of

on

employment

MA

II1

Permanent

Managem

Responsibili tieslD uties

Manage the over all activities of the
organization

ent
2

Reintegrated

SA

officer

Managem

II1

permanent

Reintegrating injured women to the large
communities

ent
3

Facilitator

SA

permanent

Education

Coordinate the over all activities of F AL
-

Provide class room lessons

- . Organize the learner
- Evaluate the performance oflearners
4

Agriculture

Diploma

permanent

Coordinate the vocational and

Grad 10

permanent

-Provide class room lessons

expert

6

Facilitator

-Organize the learner
-Evaluate the performance of learners
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Thi s chapter comprises Summery, conclusion and recommendation of the research result
s. Summary was mad by taking the maj or incident of the study. Conclusions were also
given by incorporating personal insights and by discuss ing prev ious work of other
scholars. After summary and concl usions of the study had been made, some possibl e
suggestions were forwarded.

5.1. Summary
This study was conducted at Dest Mender, Burayu di strict, East Showa, Oromiya Region,
Ethiopia. Desta Mender was selected for this study because it is the pi lot project for
Hamelin Fistula Hospital. The study specifi call y focuses on Functional Adult Literacy
Program Which was Designed in Partnership with Adult and Non Formal Education
Association in Ethiopia. The major purpose of the study was to investigate the status and
practices of functional Adu lt Literacy Program of Desta Mender Hamelin Fistu la Project.
The studies examine detail practices and processes of learnin g.

The study employed Qual itative method assisted by Quantitative survey method because
most adult learning focu ses on behverial change . Review of Related Literature was
reviewed by researcher and prepared one set of questioner for literate adu lts, case study,
Focused group dissection and interview. In addition, Observation and document analysis
were used to gather in formation from offices and FAL center with in Desta Mendere.
Generally the study was restricted with in Desta Mender.

Finally from the data obtained by using stat istical too ls such as percentage and qua li tat ive
methods (case study, focus group dissecti on) the data were analyzed. From the data
Analysis, the major findin gs obtained were as foll ows:
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•

The Finding of the study pointed out that maj ority of the respondents believed
that the time allotted for completing the learning modules was not sufficient.

•

The studi es confim1 that women are actively invo lved and interested if the styles
of teachings with interval depending on the interests of women.

•

The findin g revealed that the trainings were carried out more on theoretical part
of Functional Ad ult Literacy program than practical part of FAL program.

•

According to the responses of literate women, focu s group dissection and case
study there were poor time management, lack of integration with practical ski ll s,
low participatory meth ods of teaching. Poorly organized delivery of FAL
program ..

•

The finding also shows that many of injured wo men have interest to live with in
Desta Mender, mean that they have the filling of dependency on organizati on.

•

Most of the participant responses show that almost all participants adult need to
be nurse Aid within the hospital rather than other vocational skill s.

•

The study indicated that majority of participant confirmed that the center lack
input, lack in service training on new approaches of FAL training for faci litators
and supplementary learning books.

•

The Finding of the study pointed out that they practice li teracy approach using
generic wo rd s.

•

The findin g reveled that the new comers (new injured women) show miss
behavior due to their health problems and neglect ion when they are at their home.

•

Lack of basic Literacy skills and luck of consistence follo w up and providing
technical support were the problems now facing the literate adult to operate their
business after they reintegrated to the community .

•

The finding also shows that many of injured women got economic benifite after
they attend FAL program .

•

Fi nall y, even if the ini tial training provided for core staffs concerning FAL
program, most of the staffs and injured women luck the importance of Functional
Adult Literacy Pro gram .
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5.2. Conclusions
Desta Mender was established to help seriously injured women who were not treated
well. The major objective of Desta Mender was to provide holi stic care for around
fifty long term residents. [n addition women who wait surgery at the Addis Ababa
Fistula Hospital are also accommodated to live at this village.

The study shows that Desta mender FAL program helped or contributed a significant
role for the attainment of various objectives. The FAL program

provided by Desta

mender helped adult wo men to brought changes in attit\lde, skills and knowledge.
Specially the program bring changes on calculating simple arithmetic and writing
and reading simple communi cation word s, Further more the organization facilitates
supplementary training

on

Il1come generation , better practice of

business

management and health related issues.

F1ll1hermore, the provision of add itional exposure visit and training bring fold benefit
in the life of adu lt women. The income generation project helped many women to
sustain them selves privately.

Since the organization fo llows integrating literacy with livelihood approach, some
problem observed in integrating literacy with livelihood .This condition was
challenge for the effectiveness of the program, thi s situation limited women capacities
to develop li velihood, knowledge and skill s in the teaching and learning process
which in turn negativel y affect the performance of their bu siness operation. Beside
the study reveled that

the reintegrated women lack bas ic writing, reading skills

,basic vocational skill s and luck of consistence follow up in addition provision of
technical support were the problems now facing the literate adult to operate their
business after they reintegrated to the community.
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,

From thi s it is possible to

conclude that Desta Mender injured won'len who were participated in FAL program
face different constraints that affect their participation.

5.3. Recommendations
This study has find out the various aspects of the status and practices of Functional Adult
Literacy programs of Hamline Fistula Desta Mender Project. Based on the results of
findings and the conclusion drown from the study, the researcher reach to the following
Visible recommendation to show and improve the FAL program of Hamline Fistula.
•

As the analysis indicated the time allotted to complete modules

was not

sufficient. This problems observed on graduate students. There for to Improve
their writing and reading skill s and to complete the learning module properly,
the organization need to increase the period of study;
•

Injured Fistula victim women has a lot of health related problems, due to this
most of respondents

need to learn the lesson with different time interval. There

for the organization should take some need assessment on the time when the
learners were interested to attend the class;

•

Functional Adult Literacy program is a program which includes both the
theoretical and practical parts. As stated (Rogers, 2000 :27) but most respondents
indicated that the lesso n mainly focuses on theoretical part, there for considering
\

this point the organization prefer to take some relevant measure .

•

Lack of integration literacy with li velihood and poor management affect the
women, particularly those participating in FAL lower their interest to attend the
class regu larl y .There for the practical integration and improved management is
another paramount issues to be considered. On the bases of research findin gs , it is
evident that the luck of interest observed on the side of women .Desta Mender
Management shou ld have to consider this and forward corrective measure;
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•

Capacity bu ilding training

IS

required for facilitators and supervisors on the

module of Functional Adult Literacy and Methodologies so that delivery systems,

•

teclmiques of teaching and using teaching aids will be easier for them;

•

Limited of basic skill s and inconsistence follow up and technical support were the
major challenge faced injured women to operate their income generation activities
smoothly and to generate profits .Thus, the organization shuld strengthened
consistence follow up and give teclmical support. In addition the organi zation
shoul d facilitate add itional literacy program;

•

In order to make the learner dependent, mean that in order to build

their

confidence and live out side of the organization independentl y ,if the organization
provide orientat ion regarding the objectives of the project important;
•

In order to meet the interest of injured women on the fi eld of study, conducting
need assessment wi ll be important so that the women can properly learn;
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APPENDIX- A:
Addis Ababa University
School of Graduate Study
Faculty of Education
Department of curriculum and Teachers Professional Development Studies
Program: Adult Education and Lifelong Learning
Questionnaire to be filled by literate Adult (reintegrated Adults)
The questiolmaire is designed for the study entitled "The status and practice of FAL
program for Fistula victim women in Hamelin Fistula Desta Mender Project".
The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather relevant and appropriate date based on the
above title at Hamline Fistula Desta Mender project and to provide some possible
recommendations for the encountered problems if there are any. The success of this
study, thus, depends on the honesty, earnestness and frankness of your response. The
researcher would like to assure you that your responses are strictly confidential.
Directions: Dear participant please read carefully the instructions bellow before starting
to fill the questiolmaires.
1. Where you are required to show your reactions (ratings) by fo llowing rating scales
please put

an "X" below the number of your choi ce opposite (parallel) to each

statement.
2. Where alternative answers are given, please read orderly each questions and encircle
the letter of your choice
3. In answering the open-ended questions, please be as brief as possible. In case you
have additional comments, use the back side of the question paper by clearly
indicating the number(s).

Thauk you!

Part I: Personal Background information
I. Age of the respondent

Sex _ _ _ Woreda _ __

2. Martial status A. Single

o

B . Marri ed

0

C. Divorced

o

D. WicCNed

3. Your level or cl ass:
A. Level One

B. Leve l Two

D. above Level tlu'ee

C. Level th.ree

E. Other(s) _ __ __

4 Your fie lds of Engagement in the process FAL deli very _ _ _

Part II: Issues Related to the status of FAL program.

2.

A.

Do you have interest to attend Functional Adult Literacy Program?
Yes

B. No

3. If your response on. No. I is yes, what is your reason?
4. Do you think that Adults or yo ur relative h.ave needed and interest to attend
Functional Adult Literacy Program?

B. No

A. Yes

5. How much is your interest in the area related w ith the FAL program?
A. Very hi gh

B. High

C. Medium

D.Low

6. Have you ever taken any supplementary traini ng
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E. Very low

the area of vocational skill

training which is helpful for Functional Adult Literacy?

A. Yes

B.No

7. If your response on Qn. No . 5 is " yes", how do you evaluate the training in order to
perform your Functional Adu lt Literacy pro gram effectively?
A. Enough

B. Not enough

C. No response

8. Is there criteri on for selecti ng Filed of engagement after co mpl etion of Functi onal
adult literacy program ?
A. Yes

B. No

9. How the learners are in volved?
A. By their own request

B. Forced C. By understanding importance of Literacy

program D. Other
9. What is the base for selecting the types of skills and other training program provided in
FAL.
A. Target groups and common needs

B. Availability of Raw materials and equipment

C. Availability of trainees
D. understanding its productivities
10. How many Times Functional Adult Literacy program provided in a year?

A. Once

C.Three times

B. Twice

D. Four times

F. It depends in the si tuations

11. Do you think that the duration of FAL training program is sufficient to acquire the intended

-skills and Knowled ge required?

A. Yes

B.No

12. Are there Learning manual for functional adult literacy program in your center?

A. yes

B. No

12. How do you see the relevance of the learning manual to the context of Fistula victim
women?

III. Teaching and learning process
I. When and how long do you trained (at Desta Mender)? Year. ... month/s .... .... Number
of days ..... .
2. What do you think about the time allowed for modular training duration?
A) Sufficient B) Insufficient C) Too much
3. If it is insufficient, what do you suggest for future appropriate duration? ... .... Days
4. Is the time period (season) selected is convenient for you? A) Yes B) No
5. If it is not convenient, which month(s) is convenient for you? ...................... ..

6. Who selected / recruited you for training? A) Facilitators B) coordinator C) the
organization
D) Others (Spec ify) ...... ........ .
7. Does the training's content have relevance to your need and fanning practice? A) Yes
B)
No
8. What is the proportion/mix of practical to theoretical to training?
A) Equal B) More theoretical C) More practical
9. Which training methodology was used? A) Demonstration B) Class lecture
C) Group discussion D) Field visit and experience share E) mixed
10. Which style of training you prefer? A) Continuous B) With interval
Response Rating: = 1 =Very Low; 2 = Low; 3 = Medium; 4= high; 5 = Very High
Give your responses by marking "X"
Part V Issues related to challenge and problems that affect FAL program during
FAL learning process.
4. Give your responses by marking "X

No

Major area
5

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14
5.15

Presences of qualified and experienced trainers
Coordinators ability to manage and organize the program of FAL centers
Availability of training materials and equipment
Level of budget allocation to the center
Man power assignment on the structure to the F AL center
Availability of raw materials
Presences of relevant training material s
Avai labi lity of adequate facility in the training centers
Presences of sufficient, component, committed and qualified staff
Centers capacity to generate internal incomes and fund raising
Existence of market for training product
The all round support of-F AL centers graduate in work area
Level of trainees fo llow up
Extent at which curricula links adult literacy to livelihoods
Levels if FALP recognition from the parents

4

Ratin scale
3
2
J

Open- ended questions to support the responses of closed ended responses
A. Explain shortly about the situations of FAL program provided in FAL centers
based on the following al'ea
I.

Organization and management fun ct ion

2.Institutional capacity

3. Policies support and other issues

B. General opinion of respondents about the program and recommended solution of
FAL training program
1. What are the major organizational and managerial problems encountering the success of FAL
program in FAL centers?

2.

What do you recommend (strategies and solution) in tackling the problems that you have
identified on the above Qn. No I?

-:::-:------.,--_?

3. Give your suggestion and comment if you have

------------------------------?

APPENDIX- B:

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Guide

Guiding questions

The propose of thi s focu s group discussion is to collect data about the statutes and
practice ofFAL program in Hamelin Fistula Desta Mander project. For thi s reason this
focus group discussion is prepared to assess to what extent the FAL program build your
capacities and change your life.

The following are guiding question if necessary other question might be forwarded .
1. How mach do the basic literacy skills help you to build your capacities and at the
end to increase your income when you reintegrated to the communities?
2. To what extent do you put in to practice what have learned in FAL program to be
economic independent?
3. To what extent the centers equipped with necessary material?
4. How mach have your attitude will changed after the FAL program?
5. How do you plan

to

practice the basic literacy skill such as writing, reading and

calculating in your life and class room?

APPENDIX- C:

Observation Guide

Date _ __ _ __
Place /centcr_ _ __

Time beginning _ _ _ __

Endinbg_ _ _ _ _ _ __

The observation in thi s study was to cross- check what was meant to by personnel and
report .The actual practice of the program were weighted against the literature and

I

reflection made by the project management leader. The area include
I . To what extent the Functional adult li teracy Material (Learning Module)
practical?
2. How the learning program is is managed?
3. What looks likes the practical aspects offal program?
4. To what extent is the training center comfortable, equipped and environmental
friend ly to needs of adult injured women?
5. How does the learning program integration with other aspects of life ( health,
business, dairy farm ,poultry etc )?
Cheek list for class room observation

No ' Itein
1

.

..

The training center comfortable, equipped and

Yes

No

environmental friendly
2

learning program is managed properlly

Yes

NO

3

Is there participatory methods of teaching

Yes

No

4

The learning moudules practical at class room

Yes

No

leave I

API'ENDIX- D:
Document Assessment Guide

Guide line for Document Assessment

The main objective of this assessment is to collect informat ion for the research entitled .
The practices and statues of fu nctional adu lt literacy program in building the capacities of
injured women to attain econom ic independency.
1. How functional Adu lt Literacy program is designed?
2. To what extent the trained women applied basic literacy skill s in there daily life?
3. Does the teaching learning process delivered in an integrated manner?
4. How Functional Adult li teracy Program implementation is schedule?
5. How many women have been benefited so far since the program has been
launched?
6. What are the objectives of functiona l Adult Literacy program?
7. What success, impact and challenges have been registered in relation to injured
women?

/

APPENDIX- E
Intcrvicw Guide

The purpose of this interview is to gather relevant and appropriate data concerning on the
statutes and practice of FAL programn Hamilin Fistula Desta

Mander projecs. The

information located from you is only for academ ic research purpose. Hence, you are
requested to provide valuable information honestly and frank ly.
Interview date _ _ __ time _ _ _ _ __ _ ---'place_ __ _ __ _
Background information of the interviewee
Sex

Age

Educational Level_ ___ Field of engagement

Total service Years_ _ _ _ a
Questions regarding F AL
I. What is the current condition of FAL program in FAL center?
2. How do you explain the role of goverrunent, stakeholders, NGO and community
currently in supporting F AL?
3.

Is there any integration between literacy and livelihood

In

practice

In

learning

modules?
4. How do you explain the new organizational and structural arrangement concerning
FAL center in the region?
5. How do yo u express the interest of the target groups to participate

111

FAL at

Functional Literacy Center?
6. Is time allotted for Functional adult Literacy program is enough?
7. How do you se lect trainees and trainers for FAL centers?
8. How do you explain the relationship between facilitator and Women?
9. How do you evaluate the institutional capacity of FAL centers to offer the training
program?
10. How do you monitoring and evaluation of the program by line department?
II. What are the major reasons/ problems that weakened the capac ity of functional
literacy center to provide Functional Adult Literacy program effectively?
12. What are the major problems you faced during your stay in Dest mender?
13. What attempt was made to avoid or minimi ze problems?
14. If yo u have any comment

?

APPENDIX- F:
Case study Guide

The main objective of this case stud y is to collect information for the research entitled.
The practices and statues of Functional Adult Literacy Program in building the capaciti es
of injured women to attain economic independency and to build self steams.

Tltallk YOII ill advallce/or yo ur Iteartfelt collaboratioll

1. What is the current condition of FAL program in FAL center?
2. How do you explain the ro le of government, stakeholders, NGO and community
currently in suppoliing F AL?
3. How do you express the interest of the target groups to participate

111

FAL at

FWlctional Literacy Center?
4. How do you exp lain the new organizational and structural arrangement concerning
FAL center in the region?
5. Is there any integration bet\\·een literacy and li vel ihood

111

modu les?
6. Is time allotted for Functional adu lt Literacy program is eno ugh?
7. How do you select trainees and trainers for FAL centers?

practice

111

learning
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